Introduction to R & P ! Blade sections -elements Resistance and Propulsion of Ships
In blade element theory, the prop is treated in more detail than in momentum theory (where it was treated as an actuator disk of area A o ).
In blade element theory, we consider the blade to be made up of a series of annular elements of width dr . R e su lt a n t ve lo ci ty
α E effective angle of attack, or effective incidence angle If we use "standard" sections, then we can use existing lift and drag coefficients that have been determined from tests (typically in a wind tunnel).
Lift & drag coefficients are determined for uniform flow conditions using 2-D blade sections (rather than sections having some thin width dr).
In practice, this typically means that a wing of some span and constant cross section is tested. The span will typically correspond to the width of the (wind tunnel's) test section. Note that non-zero zero lift angles are due to camber. (So a symmetric section would have α 0 =0).
P it c h d a tu m li n e α E R e su lt a n t ve lo ci ty Z e ro li ft li n e α 0
If we have an incidence velocity along the zero lift line, we will get no lift. We include the effect of zero lift angle in the hydrodynamic angle of attack in order to use the lift and drag data.
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How do we get the lift and drag characteristics of the blade sections?
Drag (and C D ) is fairly insensitive to angle of attack for small angles, but increases rapidly at higher angles of attack.
We have to recognize that L and D occur together, so the ratio of L/D is an important section characteristic and we are interested in operating where L/D is maximum. This occurs at relatively low α. Infinite wing span L if t a n d d ra g a re c o n s ta n t o v e r th e s p a n o f th e in fi n it e w in g (b la d e )
F o r a fi n it e b la d e s p a n , s o m e o f th e lo a d "s p il ls " o r "l e a k s " o ff th e e n d s .
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Resistance and Propulsion of Ships The ventilation can only be sustained if the props work at the surface of the water, which is where SPPs are positioned.
When an SPP blade penetrates the water surface, it creates an air cavity (which is where the back side of the blade is). When it re-emerges at the surface, it carries some water out with it, resulting in the characteristic "rooster tail".
Face ~ wetted
Back ~ ventilated Surface piercing propellers
